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Abstract. This study estimates air-sea gas exchange for dimethyl sulfide (DMS)

and related compounds by suggesting an additional physio-chemical mechanism

that occurs at high wind speeds for surface active molecules. As wind speeds

increase and the degree of whitecapping increases, the nature of the surface

ocean changes. For organic molecules the introduction of bubbles into the water

may change the effective activity coefficient. This study describes a model

wherein the effective solubility of DMS in seawater is enhanced by changes in

the activity coefficient of DMS at a range of wind speeds. This change in the

effective water-side fugacity of the compound will influence the Henry’s Law

constant, H, and therefore air-sea gas exchange at high wind speeds. The model

predictions compare well to recent field data in the Southern Ocean and support

an attenuation of air-sea exchange for surface active organic molecules at wind

speeds over 10 ms−1. Estimates for air-sea exchange of related DMS precursors

and derivatives are also presented.

1. Introduction

The interactions between atmosphere and ocean are driven by chemical and

energy gradients that ultimately control global climate. The air-sea exchange of

gases is a fundamental component of these interactions and understanding the

dynamics of this exchange under the wide range of environmental parameters is

critical to improve global climate models. Various air-sea exchange studies have

been conducted to constrain the flux of trace gases and correlations have been

derived based on these studies to help predict the transfer velocities and air-sea

exchange rates under various wind regimes (Mackay and Yeun 1983, Asher et al.

1991, Wanninkhof et al. 1993). These efforts have shown good agreement with

empirical models at wind speeds below 10 ms−1 (Zemmelink et al. 2004).
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However both laboratory (Asher et al. 1996) and field (Blomquist et al. 2006)

measurements have shown that at high wind speeds (>10 ms−1) the gas transfer

coefficients, k(U), or “piston velocities”, of some gases such as dimethyl sulfide

(DMS) diverge from those of other gases such as CO2. These discrepancies in

wind-speed dependent parameterizations call for further investigation of the

differences in trace gases through models based on physical-chemical properties

(Blomquist et al. 2006). A mechanism to account for the divergence of k(U) among

trace gases at high wind speeds has been proposed by Vlahos and Monahan

(2009). This mechanism is based on both the whitecap activity and the chemical

nature of the trace gas. The model would appear to accurately predict the observed

divergence of DMS piston velocities, but further experimental data are required to

fully confirm this conclusion.

DMS is a volatile organic compound produced by phytoplankton in marine

systems that has a significant role in the global sulfur cycle and climate

(Brimblecombe 2003). DMS is particularly useful in assessing the air-sea

exchange of trace gases because it has properties that are significantly different

from its inorganic counterparts (Table 1). DMS is more soluble by at least an order

of magnitude than CO2 and O2 and is moderately hydrophobic (moderately surface

active) which does not apply to the other gases. Though all three gases are water-

side controlled with respect to air-sea transfer, DMS is less so, and under certain

environmental conditions may experience significant air-side control.

2. Theory

Solubility Enhancement

The air-sea flux of a molecule is determined by the ratio of its fugacities in

each phase. Generally, at equilibrium the fugacities in air and water are equal and

there is no net flow. For air-sea gas transfer this is expressed as the Henry’s Law

Constant (H). For DMS, H in its dimensionless form can be expressed as,

HDMS a,w=CDMS,a/CDMS,w=[(γDMS, w xw Po
DMS)/RT]/[x w /Vw]

=(γDMS, w Vw Po
DMS)/RT (1)
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Table 1  Properties of trace gases used in the parameterization of 
air-sea fl uxes (at 1 atm, 25°C, CRC,* Pierce and Hayashi (1961)).

DMS CO2 O2

Solubility (mol/l) 0.355 0.033 0.000258
Kow 6.5 NA NA

H (Ca/Cw @ 298K) 0.08 1.20 31.4
Dipole moment* 1.50±0.01 debye 0 0



Where CDMS, a and CDMS, w are the concentrations of DMS in air and water

respectively, γDMS, w is the activity coefficient of DMS in water accounting for non-

ideal matrix effects (dimensionless), Vw is the molar volume of water (volume per

mol), xw is the mole fraction of DMS in water PoDMS is the vapor pressure of DMS,

and T and R are the temperature and the ideal gas constant respectively. Note that

the water-side DMS involved in active transfer is the truly dissolved DMS and

CDMS,w=CDMS,diss.

At high wind speeds there is a significant amount of entrained air (bubbles)

and the water is no longer a homogeneous solution. The bubbles introduce a

significant amount of surface area such that surface active molecules may partition

to this boundary. The total concentration of DMS that an investigator would

measure in a water sample includes that which is truly dissolved and that

associated with the bubble-water interface.

C’DMS,w=CDMS,diss+CDMS,int (2)

This second phase has a characteristic activity coefficient γDMS, int where for

DMS (and most surface active compounds) γDMS, int>γDMS, w . H is still dependent

on the truly dissolved concentration though field samples CDMS,w would reflect C’

DMS,w and any parameters estimated using the water-side concentration to derive a

parameter such as H or k (U) would result in a lower value than predicted by

traditional wind based models (Equation 3). The bubbles decrease the water-side

fugacity or increase the water-side holding capacity for DMS, shifting the

equilibrium partitioning.

H’DMS a,w=CDMS,a/ C’DMS,w (3)

Estimating the contribution of bubbles

Vlahos and Monahan (2009) estimated the average surface area of bubbles per

square meter of sea surface (ΦB) with respect to wind speed. At 10 ms−1 the

average aggregate bubble area beneath a square meter of sea surface is estimated

to be 0.090 m2, and at wind speed, U (ms−1)

ΦB=0.090 x (U/10)3 m2/ m2 (4)

Estimating the affinity for the air-bubble boundary

Using both the hydrophobic and hydrophilic surface areas of DMS

(Yalkowsky et al. 1979) and the octanol-water partition coefficient (Morris et al.

1988), Vlahos and Monahan (2009) estimated that CDMS,int/ CDMS,w would be on the

order of 35 to 40 at STP. H’ DMSa,w (the field derived HDMS) can be expressed as:

H’DMS a,w=CDMS,a/ [CDMS,w (1+40 ΦB)] (5)

Another commonly derived quantity in the field is the piston velocity, or gas
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transfer coefficient, of the trace gas. Methods such as eddy co-variance enable the

direct measurement of DMS flux in the field. By measuring both CDMS,a and C’DMS,w

in the field one can derive the piston velocity k(U) at a given wind speed using

equation 4.

F=k’(U) (C’DMS,w−CDMS,a/H’DMS a,w) (6)

Since C’DMS,w≈CDMS,a at low wind speeds the estimated k’(U) will agree well with

those for gases where the additional physio-chemical mechanism does not come

into play, but as wind speeds increase above 10 ms−1 C’DMS,w>CDMS, a and k(U)

calculated from field data for DMS will begin to plateau and diverge from other

inorganic trace gases.

Recent observations by Blomquist and Huebert in the Southern Ocean have

provided more field observations for DMS air-sea exchange at high wind speeds.

Using high speed atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry and eddy
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Figure 1 Predicted DMS air-sea transfer velocities compared to those directly

measured in the Southern Ocean and to those predicted for CO2 by Wanninkhof

(1992) and Wanninkhof and McGillis (1998). The divergence of air-sea

transfer velocities is successfully predicted by the model. This supports the

attenuation of air-sea gas exchange of non-polar or amphiphillic molecules at

high wind speeds, i.e. under high bubble entrainment.



covariance, the authors estimated piston velocities for DMS at a wide range of

wind speeds up to 20 ms−1 winds. These results are plotted in Figure 1 against

predicted values from Wanninkhof (1992), Wanninkhof and McGillis (1998) and

those predicted by this model (accounting for an elevated water-side

concentration). The data supports a significant divergence of air-sea exchange

velocities between CO2 and DMS at wind speeds over 10 ms−1. The model

predicts the effect due to the additional physio-chemical mechanism that is

consistent with field observations leading to lower derived piston velocities at high

wind speeds. The interpretation of these results is that 1) the model can be used to

predict DMS air-sea transfer at high wind speeds by predicting a higher holding

capacity of the turbulent surface waters and that 2) the truly dissolved DMS CDMS.w

is a fraction of C’DMS.w and is the portion of DMS that is actively exchanging with

the atmosphere.

The Southern Ocean DMS time series measurements are illustrated in Figures

2 a and b. Values are plotted in one hour binned averages. A useful analysis would

be the evaluation of the rates of change in the measurements. If the entrainment of
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Figure 2 a) air-side DMS concentration and DMS flux from direct eddy covariance b) DMS in

seawater and wind speed for the 1998 Southern Ocean GASEX experiment.



bubbles at high wind speeds increases the water-side holding capacity for DMS

then the rate of change of the variables below should lend useful insight to the

proposed physio-chemical mechanism. Thus for a given dU10/dt at low wind

speeds (<10 ms−1) there should be a corresponding dFlux/dt but at high winds

similar values of dU10/dt should yield a lower dFlux/dt due to the proposed physio-

chemical mechanism. Unfortunately a higher resolution of the time series is

required to evaluate this effect.

3. Model predictions for related compounds

In the marine environment, methylated sulfur species undergo a series of

transformation processes involving a number of chemical species including

dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP), DMS, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and

methyl sulfide (MSH). Improving our understanding of methylated sulfur cycling

requires combining evaluations of these compounds. (Simo et al. 2000). It is a

natural next step therefore to investigate other significant forms of methylated

sulfur that are sources for, or derivatives of DMS. DMSP is a major form of

reduced sulfur in marine phytoplankton. It is synthesized in algal cells, and may

constitute as much as 10 to 20% and 50 to 90% of cellular organic carbon and

sulfur, respectively (Bates et al. 1994, Matrai and Keller 1994, Matrai and Vernet

1997). DMSP is the chemical precursor of DMS and DMSO and eventually

metabolized to other forms such as MSH (Brimblecombe and Shooter 1986;

Kieber et al. 1996). DMS flux to the atmosphere generally accounts for a relatively

minor part (1‒10%) of total DMS removal from surface waters (Bates et al. 1994;

Kieber et al. 1996; Simó and Pedró s-Alio 1999) and therefore understanding the

air-sea flux of other reduced sulfur forms will greatly improve our understanding

of sulfur air-sea gas exchange.

Figure 3 applies the proposed model to other organic compounds and predicts

that as hydrophobicity increases and surface activity increases the effect of wind

speed is even greater on air-sea flux. For DMSO that is significantly surface
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Table 2  General properties of common DMS precursors and derivatives

Compound Chemical Formula MWt, g/mol Solubility, 
(mol/L)

H, (dimensionless, 
air/water)

MSH CH3SH 48.11 0.195 0.0115
DMS C2H6S 62.13 0.355 0.08

DMSO C2H6SO 74.12 miscible 5.25×10-7

DMSP C2H6 S+CH2CH2COO- 134.19 >0.03a NA
DMDS C2H6S2 94.20 0.0363 0.0428



active, air-sea flux is very low. These parameterizations may be useful in efforts to

model sulfur species and the selection of target molecules for field studies in

marine environments.

4. Sensitivity to parameterizations

The estimated values of k (U) obtained in the model are dependent on the

accuracy of estimated affinity for the boundary layer and most importantly the

estimate of time-averaged bubble surface area beneath a unit area of sea surface.

The affinity for the bubble-water boundary layer is related to KOW though the exact

enhancement is difficult to ascertain. The enhancement factors of 34 vs. 40

estimated here result in a <5 % difference in the maximum. kU value obtained (25

vs. 26 cmh−1) and most importantly, the resulting profile is still achieved. The

time-averaged bubble surface area beneath a unit area of sea surface, ΦB, was

estimated from measurements made within individual breaking waves in the surf

zone (Deane 1997, adjusted as per Andreas and Monahan 2000), and from the

description of how the fraction of the open ocean surface covered by spilling wave

crests, or “Stage A” whitecaps, varies with wind speed (Monahan 1989).

Measuring bubble numbers and sizes immediately within a spilling wave crest is a

challenge, and additional such measurements can only improve our estimate of ΦB.

Also, solubility and thereby H vary significantly with temperature. This

enhancement is expected to be greatest in cold waters with high salinity (as is the

case in the Southern Ocean) and smallest in freshwaters where the resulting bubble

spectra are significantly different (e.g., Monahan and Zietlow 1969, Carey et al.

1993).
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Figure 3 Predicted field derived piston velocities for DMS related compounds



5. Summary

The model predicts a plateauing of the air-sea fluxes of DMS at high wind

speeds and is in good agreement with Southern Ocean field data. DMS is expected

to be moderately surface active and an ideal compound to model the physic-

chemical responses of organic compounds in air-sea exchange. At high winds the

surface layer of the ocean is significantly altered and under these conditions the

air-water partitioning may shift in favor of the water-side. The result is a higher

measured water-side DMS concentration in the field that leads to lower estimated

transfer velocities.
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